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MISCELLANEOUS

However, we also know that the specific way in which sustain-

the real estate industry. This is imperative, because ultimately a real

ability is presented within a company varies in each individual

estate developer faces different sustainability considerations from

case. Each company has embedded the concept of sustainability

a real estate financier or an investor. These differences are taken
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into account at the second level of the code through the system-
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Property Federation (ZIA) is seeking to close this gap through a
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on sustainability for companies operating in

plans to publish transparency reports on the

the real estate industry. Principles are being

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities

formulated to which companies will sign up

of member companies.

$

on a voluntary basis.
In addition, we are discussing an industry
code on sustainability. This code comprises
the main aspects which are especially relevant
to the sustainability positioning of corporate
value systems, structures and processes. The

Thomas Zinnöcker is Vice-President of
the German Property Federation (ZIA).
info@zia-deutschland.de
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ishman Speyer and Commerz Real are doing it in Frankfurt; Hochtief
Projektentwicklung (HTP) and HIH Hamburgische Immobilien Handlung
have done it in Cologne: the respective teams of property developers
and investors gave the go-ahead for the building of two office blocks
without having let out a single square metre in advance. The German
subsidiary of US developer Tishman Speyer is constructing the 170-metrehigh “Taunus Turm” in the prime location of Germany’s financial centre
on the River Main. When the building is ready for occupancy at the end of
2013 it will offer some 60,000 square metres of office space on 40 storeys.
HTP, the property developer belonging to the Essen-based Hochtief Group,

has taken the same risk in Cologne: when the extensive redevelopment
work including partial demolition at the former Lufthansa skyscraper got
under way close to the trade fair grounds on the right bank of the Rhine,
the building had admittedly been sold, but it was not yet leased. It was only
many months later that the Leverkusen-based chemicals group Lanxess was
found as the anchor tenant for the “MaxCologne”, as the building is now
known. The two projects provide a significant talking point. Should these
transactions be taken as a sign that developers have largely withstood
the effects of the financial crisis and will soon – as in pre-crisis times – be
cheerfully embarking on speculative building again? Or are these examples

Developers in
search of partners
The credit crunch has made business more difficult
for project developers. They are therefore seeking new
ways of collaborating with investors.
By Miriam M. Beul and Christian Hunziker

just two exceptions to the rule, and the diggers only get going once the
key tenant has been found?
There are many aspects in favour of the latter argument. “We are
focusing on inflation-protected, sustainable core products”, says Rainer
Eichholz, Member of the Executive Board of Hochtief Solutions AG, where
the Essen group has pooled its real estate activities among other things
since the spring. Generally speaking, he says, a pre-letting rate of 40 to 50
percent is the prerequisite for the start of construction. Nevertheless, 36
percent of the projects which HTP is currently implementing are already
sold before completion. “In these cases the buyers are seeking to secure

This is how the
“Skyline Plaza”
shopping and
leisure centre should
look in the future.
The centrepiece of the
Europe quarter at the
Frankfurt Trade Fair
site, one of Germany’s
biggest urban
development projects,
is currently being
created by CA Immo.

the products early on,” notes Christoph Husmann, Managing Director at
HTP, who explains the investors’ motives. This benefits both parties: after all,
the new owner is in turn guaranteeing the developer the project funding,
in the form of payments over the construction period. This approach works,
however, only with core properties – because buyers are still focusing on
them. “Investors are acting extremely selective, concentrating on prime
properties in prime locations,” observes Husmann, adding, “they may
be announcing that they now also intend to invest in properties of the
core-plus and value-added categories, but we have not yet seen that in
practice.”
This is confirmed by Barbara Deisenrieder, Managing Director of
Generali Deutschland Immobilien in Cologne. The company acts as asset
manager for the real estate investments of various companies belonging
to the insurance group. “They are interested only in steady cash-flows.
We are, therefore, what is known as classic core investors,” she says. The
strategy has therefore changed since the financial crisis, she goes on. “We
are no longer entering into new joint ventures with property developers at
present.” Before the financial crisis – albeit only for a short period – this
was certainly customary. At that time the developer and end investor
Generali jointly developed the project idea and ultimately the building,
which either went into the group’s own portfolio or was sold off to a third
party. The risk involved was regarded as small as there seemed to be no
shortage of users for the new office, retail or logistics space. The property
arm of Generali Deutschland was also prepared to share the entrepreneurial
risks. Yet those times are over. “We are now engaging predominantly in
conventional forward deals and buying only for our own needs. We order
a property for a set date with specific criteria in respect of location and
furnishings , which is ready to use and at least 40 percent prelet,” explains
Deisenrieder, adding: “we want security.” With new projects Generali is §
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Regionally operating developers predominate in Germany
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again relying on office and retail real estate, although it is currently also
investing in the residential housing market.
The international real estate assets manager ING Real Estate
Investment Management (ING REIM) is also investing only to a limited
degree in development projects, says Chris Wood, who is responsible for
institutional customers in German-speaking countries. The focus is currently
chiefly on the development of existing portfolio properties, he says. “Our
investors look for and expect an immediate rental yield,” explains Wood.
The development of new projects takes time, however, and it takes longer
for a project to generate cash-flow. “A strategy which involves development projects is therefore difficult to reconcile with the aims of our fund,”
notes the manager, describing the current situation. If an existing portfolio
property is to be developed, companies like to utilise their own in-house
expertise: the ING Real Estate Group operates its own development project
division. Generali Immobilien relies on tried-and-tested and well-known
project partners: Tenkhoff Properties, for example, for the construction of
shopping centres, and Max Baum in Frankfurt am Main for residential
properties. “We look at potential development partners very carefully and
check, for example, whether they have already had experience of working
with major groups,” the Generali real estate expert goes on. The reason
for this is that development companies, which are usually medium-sized,
have to be able to cope with the major structures and stringent safety
requirements of a group of companies.

Varying national preferences
“Which types of uses are at the centre of your development
project strategy?” Approval of respondents* in percent
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The Top Ten in Germany
Ranking of leading developers in Germany according to project volume
from 2007 to 2011 in 1,000m2
Total volume

Of which is under construction

Number of projects
734

Hochtief* 65

654

Frankonia Eurobau 20

346

Bouwfonds MAB 30

338

IVG 20

322

Strabag 24

282

Bayerische Hausbau 20

267

NCC 56

254

OFB 33

247

Zech Group 16

245
0

*Hochtief Projektentwicklung (HTP)
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On the contrary, small developers like to lean on big names. If a
prominent buyer has been secured as the end investor, better terms usually
beckon with the banks. “Also, you can apply as a team with invitations to
tender and thus demonstrate that even as a less well-known developer you
can handle major projects,” notes Stephan Kölbl, Managing Partner of the
Essen-based SME Kölbl Kruse. This is a proven strategy which greatly helped
the development duo Stephan Kölbl and Marcus Kruse, especially in the
start-up phase at the end of the 1990s. This company, which develops office
and retail properties in Cologne, Dortmund, Düsseldorf, Duisburg and Essen,
is now a brand in its own right and less reliant on a strong partner – even
though a link-up looked almost like a marriage: several of the well-known
real estate projects – including the “Hitachi Power Office” in the Duisburg
Inner Harbour, as well as the “The Bench”, head office of the Electronic
Arts electronics group in Cologne’s Rheinauhafen, or the “Dortmunder u”
office building occupied by the Bundesinnungskrankenkasse health insurance company – were acquired by the Pullach-based securities company
Hannover Leasing. “Personal contact is very important,” says developer
Kölbl, who has also, however, done good business with other institutional
investors. The “WestSide” office building in Essen city centre was purchased
by HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt, whilst the “Weststadt Carrée” was bought
by the Chamber of Architects pension scheme. “In addition to a track
record, loyal customers are a major plus point for your own reputation”,
notes developer Marcus Kruse.

For the “MaxCologne” on the banks of the River Rhine in Cologne (above) Hochtief Projektentwicklung first found the
buyer and later the tenant. The “Centurion Commercial Center” (below, on right in picture) in Hamburg’s HafenCity
was acquired by Union Investment only after its completion. By this time 85 percent of its space had already been let.

Investors secure a say early on

Hotel

CA Immo/Vivico 28

Christoph Husmann, Hochtief

800

Source: Bulwien Gesa, May 2011

And the earlier they come on board, the better. The end investor can
also bring its influence to bear on the property and have its say over the
property’s architecture, the finish or the technical fixtures and fittings, says
Kölbl. It is unusual that Kölbl Kruse’s reason for welcoming the end user’s
early entry is not necessarily improved financing terms. This is because the
Essen-based company has been collaborating with its financial partner,
Sparkasse Bochum, for years. “Our advance financing is always extremely
conservative. It is nice when the end investor comes along at an early stage
but, fortunately, we are not reliant on this,” notes Kruse.
Does that mean it is business as usual? Not quite. The economic
turbulence and the problems of the financial markets did not fail to leave
their mark on German project developers. In Germany’s seven leading
cities (Berlin, Cologne, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt am Main, Hamburg, Munich
and Stuttgart) there are currently office buildings, hotels, shopping malls
and residential properties with a total of 13 million square metres under
construction or at the planning stage, according to analysts Bulwien Gesa.
That was 9.4 percent less space than was under construction a year ago
whilst the volume of planned space had fallen by 3.4 percent. Nonetheless,
as Andreas Schulten, CEO of Bulwien Gesa, notes: “The development
project market went through the crisis undisturbed, to a certain extent.
There were financing difficulties in the past anyway and there have §

Photos: Hochtief (2); ELBE&FLUT/Thomas Hampel

Germany
80

“Investors are acting extremely
selective, concentrating on prime
properties in the best locations.”
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the latest investment climate survey commissioned by Union Investment
this summer. For 52 percent of the investors questioned from Germany,
France and the UK, development projects play a “major” or “very major”
role in their investment strategy. Therefore, 42 percent of them intend
within the next twelve months to invest more in projects than in the
preceding year.
Providers of equity are usually institutional investors, such as pension funds, as well as specialised equity funds from home and abroad,
explains Curth-C. Flatow, Managing Partner of the Berlin-based financing

always been project postponements.” HTP Manager Hausmann describes
the situation more subtly: “Many banks have withdrawn from financing development projects, and those that are still active in this field are
restricting themselves to core projects, as a rule.” At an advantage were
developers “with a proven track record and sound capital backing”, such
as HTP, which, according to analysts Bulwien Gesa, is the number two in
Germany behind CA Immo, as the former company Vivico is now known.
“For every project we have still received several offers from banks,” notes
Hausmann, underlining the company’s strength.
As proof of the fact that projects can be financed even during the
most difficult of periods, Schulten cites the “Tower 185” in Frankfurt’s
Europe quarter. For this project Vivico, as it then was, secured a loan
for €254 million in February 2009, at the height of the financial market
crisis. However, the way in which changed user demand is having an
impact on development projects is unmistakable: whereas professional
developers are tackling far fewer office buildings than in past years, they
are building a lot more residential properties. “Even in the office metropolis
of Frankfurt more apartments than office space are now being built,”
remarks Schulten. The economic situation in the cities is also attracting
attention: “Munich”, according to Schulten, “has the greatest momentum.”
The development project volume in the Bavarian capital is higher, on the
basis of financial value, than in Berlin, which is almost three times its size
(see chart, page 5).
Nevertheless, project development is, according to Schulten, “a regional
market dominated by medium-sized companies”. The two biggest German
development project companies, CA Immo and Hochtief, may now belong

“Our investors look for
and expect an immediate
rental yield.”
Chris Wood, ING Real Estate
Investment Management
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to major international groups, but they are followed in third place by
Frankonia Eurobau, a medium-sized operator (see chart, page 6).
Angelika Kunath feels the pressing problems that small developers
face. The telephone of the Managing Director of Fondshaus Hamburg
(FHH) rings incessantly. New projects are being put to her almost on a daily
basis. The scale, she says, is usually suitable – in the double-digit million
euro range. Yet she turns most of them down. “We can barely meet the
demand”, she says. This is partly because many developers are not doing
their homework properly in spite of the financing difficulties. In order for
a buyer to attract an FHH fund, the plot of land must have been secured,
the architectural planning must be complete and the building permit,
if not necessarily available, “must at least be plausible”, notes Kunath.
The package must also include pre-letting 40 percent of the space as
well as a financing pledge from the bank. This is the classic model – the
developer supplies the property and the fund buys it. The role allocation
and risk spreading are different with a development project fund. FHH gets
involved in a project from an early stage and assumes some of the risk as
an equity partner. Because an investment management company is not
standing only at the end of the value chain, it can generate higher yields
and withdraw from the project at an earlier stage, usually after five to six
years. “We have already successfully placed such a fund and are thinking
about a follow-up product,” she concludes.

Developments with higher yields proving attractive

Like Barbara Deisenrieder of Generali, the FHH Managing Director is among
the large group of investors who, according to a study by estate agency
Savills, have available a total of €3.2 billion of equity to spend on development projects in Germany and could thus realise new buildings with a
total volume of €10–12 billion. The big challenge, in Savills’ estimation,
lies in bringing together the project developers and potential investors.
The latter are attracted chiefly by the prospect of high yields – because
the annual top yields for completed core properties are now under the
5-percent mark once again. “From the real estate industry’s perspective,
project development therefore offers, as an alternative place for many
investors’ money, the ideal product for their yield requirements,” says
Lars-Oliver Breuer, who is responsible for investment business at property
consultants Savills in Germany. This is also confirmed by the results of

“First we look at the project
and then at the partner”
The earlier an investor commits to a real estate project, the greater the risk. Bernd Schade, Head of Real Estate Project
Management, Union Investment Real Estate GmbH, explains how his company safeguards against such risks

Photos: dpa picture-alliance/Jens Büttner/lmv; ING Real Estate; Union Investment/Achim Liebsch

The “Marienplatz-Galerie” shopping centre in Schwerin is a joint project involving Tenkhoff Properties,
Generali Deutschland and AachenMünchener Versicherung.

consultancy, Flatow Advisory Partners. Investors expect “a current account
surplus, a share of some 20 percent of the required equity and plausible
marketability”, he says. Yet even if the equity supplier often has an international focus, personal contact between the latter and the developer
remains essential. Angelika Kunath, who has entered into a close project
relationship with the Frankfurt-based Lang & Cie. Real Estate, is all too
familiar with this. FHH has purchased nine properties from this project
workshop in Frankfurt alone. Investment in a development project, says
Kunath, “is and remains a very personal business”.
$

How does an investor safeguard
against the risks that are inherent in
development projects?
There are a number of safeguards, which
cover different stages of the project. These
include, for example, the contract fulfilment
guarantee, which investors conclude directly
with the general contractor. The latter thus
demonstrates that it possesses a sufficient
financial cushion even in the event of its own
insolvency. The guarantee relates to 5 to
10 percent of the construction costs. Another
safeguard concerns the property construction
phase. If payments are being made during
the course of construction, 10 percent may be
held back as security for the next instalment
due. It is customary practice at our company
also to agree a performance bond with the
general contractor, which is secured with
5 percent of the construction costs.
Do investors need their own project
development know-how?
We now employ a 40-strong team chiefly
comprised of engineers and technicians
who look after all new building projects and
supervise existing properties. It would not
be possible to monitor building operations
without our own expertise. We believe that
the high quality of our portfolio can be
guaranteed and maintained only with our
own manpower.

How important is the project developer’s
track record?
It plays a major role because we always choose
the developers on a project-specific basis.
With new buildings we do not work exclusively
with the major players in the industry. Rather,
we are just as happy to collaborate with local
specialists, both at home and abroad. If we are
not so familiar with a potential development
partner we examine their list of references
and we also take a look at the quality of the
buildings cited as references directly on site.
We also speak if possible with their employees
and customers. We are both surprised and
pleased that we are known for our ambitious
sustainability targets among developers both
nationally and internationally. Ninety percent
of all the project ideas which we receive meet
extremely high environmental standards.
Do you work with local partners abroad or do
you take German partners with you?
There are differences but they have nothing
to do with the nationality of the developer.
Our activities are therefore totally without
prejudice. In the Netherlands, Austria,
Switzerland, Poland and France, we have
entered into successful partnerships with local
players. In France we have had the pleasure
of working on several occasions with Vinci,
one of the biggest developers worldwide with
180,000 employees in over 100 countries.

Bernd Schade forges partnerships
with both international and
local developers.

In the Netherlands, Switzerland and Austria,
on the other hand, we have tended to
choose small or medium-sized firms. A special
situation arose in the Czech Republic, where
a local subsidiary of the German developer
Hochtief was the development partner for a
major project. First we look at the project and
then at the possible partner.
The interview was conducted by
Miriam M. Beul.
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The Polish tiger

Office buildings such as the
“Horizon Plaza”, belonging
to Union Investment,
characterise modernday Warsaw.

Property developers and investors are seeking to expand their investment in Poland. And no wonder: Poland
has come through the crisis better than any other EU country. By Christian Hunziker and Anne Wiktorin
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f you leave Warsaw’s central business district in a westerly direc- (JLL) in Poland, expects, however, that neighbouring countries will
tion and go along Grzybowska Street to the Warsaw Rising also soon recover: “The fact is that the economy in Central and
Museum, you will experience the Polish capital in all its contra- Eastern Europe is on the upturn as a whole. It is therefore only a
dictions. Ultramodern office and hotel complexes stand alongside matter of time before the property markets of other countries draw
undeveloped old buildings, huge blocks of flats made from prefab- level with Poland.”
ricated slabs rise up to the skies in close proximity to disused sites,
and a ramshackle backyard workshop stands next to a swish sushi Low supply restricts investment sales
bar. Then you come across the construction sign for the “Warsaw In spite of the huge rise in the investment volume for commercial
Spire” – a 220-metre-high tower with 100,000 square metres properties in the Polish market, the absolute figure is not very impresof office and retail space, which the Belgian property developer sive. In Berlin, for example, some €2.3 billion was spent in 2010 on
Ghelamco plans to complete by 2014.
office and retail properties, hotels or warehouse space – more than
This spectacular project illustrates how attractive the Polish real in the whole of Poland. One reason for the comparatively low sales
estate market has become to investors. Poland is “one of the most in Poland is that investor interest is focused on the capital. “Eighty
important investment destinations in Central and Eastern Europe,” percent of transactions are centred on Warsaw,” says Janusz Staroscik
notes the CB Richard Ellis consultancy, citing an
of the Komfort International consultancy. However,
investor survey. “With its population of 38 mil- Strong growth
the capital lacks the modern office buildings in
prime locations that investors prefer. “If there
lion, Poland is a big country,” explains Andreas Poland’s economy in figures
were more good properties”, concludes Dariusz
Ridder, responsible for Central and Eastern Europe
Population in millions
38.1
Kunik of Aengevelt, “the transaction volume
at the CB Richard Ellis Vienna office, “and was
Population growth in 2010
0.1
the only EU member state to record economic
would certainly be higher.” Andreas Ridder of CB
in percent
growth during the financial crisis.” In fact, Poland
Richard Ellis also reports investment management
Gross domestic product
358
achieved the feat of growing by 1.7 percent durcompanies which “would be only too pleased to
(GDP) in 2010 in € billion
ing the crisis year of 2009. For 2011, the Central
purchase an office building in Warsaw city centre
GDP per capita in 2010 in €
9,370
Statistical Office of Poland is predicting that gross
but cannot find one.”
GDP growth in 2011
4.2
In fact, it is German open-ended real estate
domestic product will rise by 4 percent.
in percent*
“At the same time, Poland is benefiting,”
funds – alongside Austrian companies such as the
adds Karl-Joseph Hermanns-Engel, Member of * Forecast
Immofinanz Group or the Dutch shopping centre
Polish Information and Foreign Investment
the Management Board of Union Investment Real Source:
operator Unibail-Rodamco – that are among the
Agency, April 2011; GTAI, May 2011
Estate GmbH, “from the fact that other Central
key investors in Poland. “Poland’s economy has
and Eastern Europe (CEE) countries, especially
grown at an impressive rate over the past ten
Hungary and Romania, have lost some of their appeal.” Investors who years,” explains Karl-Joseph Hermanns-Engel of Union Investment.
were previously active in several CEE countries are now concentrating “In many respects, Warsaw has drawn level with the established
on Poland. As a result, the transaction volume for commercial real property markets in the West. This applies especially to building
estate virtually trebled in 2010, reaching some €2 billion (up from standards and the issue of sustainability.”
Over the past 18 months Union Investment has purchased sev€750 million in 2009). Tomasz Puch, Head of the Capital Markets
divisions with international property consultants Jones Lang LaSalle eral properties in Poland: the fully let “Horizon Plaza” office block
in the Mokotów district, the “Lipinski Passage” office and business
premises, which have been refurbished behind historical façades in
“Warsaw has in many
the city centre, and at the start of 2011 “Zebra Tower”, an office
respects drawn level with
building with some 18,000 square metres of rental space in the
the established real estate
centre of Warsaw. The Austrian S+B Group, the vendor of Zebra
markets in the West.”
Tower, was thus rewarded for the courage it showed when conKarl-Joseph Hermanns-Engel,
struction work started in the middle of the financial crisis. “Those
Union Investment Real Estate GmbH
developers who went ahead and acted despite the state of the
economic cycle are the clear winners,” believes Dariusz Kunik of
Aengevelt. This is because the few new properties coming onto the
market now are arousing great investor interest. The consequence §
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The capital dominates
Population, available office space and vacancy rate in key Polish cities
in 2010
Available office space in 1,000 m2
(50,000 m2/floor)

Population

Poland’s investment market has broken the downward trend
Trend of investment in office and retail properties
from 2005 to 2010 in € billion
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is rising prices and falling yields – in the first half of the year yields
still stood at 6.4 percent for an office building in a prime Warsaw
city centre location, according to Cushman & Wakefield. Over the
next few years, however, supply will rise again. Kunik predicts that
in 2013–14, between 300,000 and 400,000 square metres of new
office space will come onto the market in Warsaw each year. This
would be equivalent to annual growth of at least than 10 percent,
based on the current 3.5 million square metres of modern office
space available. As with investors, most developers are also foreign
companies – such as Ghelamco and Liebrecht & Wood from Belgium,
S+B and CA Immo from Austria and Hochtief Projektentwicklung
from Germany. Hochtief, for instance, is planning a mixed city quarter with offices, retail space and residential accommodation in the
Warsaw district of Ochota, south of the city centre.
For Rainer Eichholz, Chairman of the Management Board of
Hochtief Projektentwicklung, Poland currently offers developers “a
favourable starting position: the project pipeline is only moderately
full, and experts are forecasting sustained economic growth.” Office
space sales in Warsaw rose by 80 percent in 2010 to 400,000 square
metres – including lease extensions. For 2011 market observers are
predicting a further rise to at least 500,000 square metres. The top
rent is also likely to increase to some €26 per square metre.
The task facing property developers is not easy, however. “It is
difficult to obtain a building permit in Warsaw city centre”, notes
Andreas Ridder of CB Richard Ellis. In addition, long-term, ten-year
leases for offices – which end investors tend to prefer – are not
customary. “Very few office tenants in Warsaw are willing to sign
leases lasting longer than five years”, says lawyer Martin Neupert,
founding partner of the Warsaw-based commercial law firm BNT,

the figure was 18,000 square metres. Nonetheless, the regional
cities, as they are known – primarily Krakow, Wroclaw, Katowice,
Krakow, Poznan and the Trojmiasto (Tri-city) of Gdansk, Gdynia and
Sopot – are gradually gaining in importance. “Many institutional
investors are being forced to switch to markets that are less attractive from their perspective by the lack of suitable products,” notes
Dariusz Kunik. However, many are doing this voluntarily; Michal
Cwiklinski, Head of Investment at Savills Poland, is increasingly
registering investors “who are seeking higher yields and therefore
buying retail and office buildings in the regional centres.” Here,
yields 100 basis points higher than in the capital can usually
be achieved.
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“Zlote Tarasy”, “Golden Terraces”, is the name of
the shopping and office complex developed by ING
in Warsaw.

which specialises in Central and Eastern Europe. “If the building quality and tenant mix are good, however, owners rarely have a problem
reletting the space when a tenant moves out,” explains Neupert from
his own practical experience. The Warsaw office regularly advises
foreign investors in Poland.

the former owners and an agreement reached,” explains Neupert.
While such an agreement is possible in the vast majority of cases, this
explains why building projects in central Warsaw take so much time.
Foreign developers also have to keep an eye on the currency
issue. Poland has departed from its original goal of introducing the
euro in 2012. Even 2015 is now regarded as questionable. Property
developers from eurozone countries thus have to pay for building
and planning work in Polish zloty, the exchange rate of which has
fluctuated greatly in the past. For end investors, on the other hand,
the postponement of the euro’s introduction does not present a
problem, says JLL expert Tomasz Puch, adding, “commercial lease
payments are almost always pegged to the euro in Poland, and in
many cases rents are even paid in euros”. In this way, “investors
have currency security”, consultant Janusz Staroscik adds.
The markets for office space in other Polish cities are much
smaller than in Warsaw. In Krakow, for example, a city of as many as
750,000 inhabitants, 75,000 square metres of office space was let
out in 2010, Aengevelt says, and in Katowice (308,000 inhabitants)

Unresolved ownership issues delay projects

The biggest obstacle for property developers and investors, however,
remains the unresolved status of ownership and land registers that
are still not fully updated. “Especially for plots on the large area of
the former Warsaw Ghetto, there are numerous claims for restitution
which are still unresolved,” reports Neupert. The Polish state has not
succeeded to date in finding a safe solution to this problem, he continues, adding, “There have been many attempts at legislation, but none
of them has been successful.” For investors, this means that, alongside research in the land register, enquiries must be made with the
relevant authorities to check whether there are any restitution claims
pending. “If this is the case, negotiations have to be conducted with

Photos: Henryk T. Kaiser/AGE/F1online; Elan Fleisher/LOOK-foto

Wroclaw city centre, severely damaged during the
Second World War, was largely reconstructed during
the 1950s.

Retail market offering great potential

There are certainly opportunities outside Warsaw, especially with retail
properties, which accounted for half of the total investment volume in
2010. After all, the supply of modern retail space in Poland remains
below average. According to CB Richard Ellis, in statistical terms there
are only 0.21 square metres of sales space available per capita in
Poland – a significant proportion of which is to be found in shopping
centres. “There are few long-established shopping streets in Poland,”
reports Andreas Ridder – a picture which is confirmed in Warsaw:
even on a boulevard such as Nowy Swiat, the retail presence is rather
thin. In contrast, people in Warsaw, especially the young, throng to
shopping centres such as the modern “Zlote Tarasy” (Golden Terraces)
next to the central railway station.
Not to be neglected is the logistics sector, which in 2010
accounted for a not insignificant 11 percent of the total transaction volume, according to Cushman & Wakefield’s figures. §
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Poland, two years later
After Poland’s “velvet crisis”, as it has been dubbed, is the country still the CEE star and investors’ magnet
it used to be? By Mladen Petrov

W

ith Poland’s current six-month
presidency of the EU’s Council of
Ministers, all eyes are naturally
on the country. Poland certainly enjoys
being in the spotlight. In 2009 it was the
only EU country that actually managed to
achieve GDP growth in the midst of the
global crisis. This news made it to all the
front pages of global newspapers, starting
a discussion: what sort of market is Poland?
Central European, Western, emerging or
developed? Put this question to any of the
investors boarding those early flights from
London or Frankfurt to Warsaw and you
will most likely hear the same answer: it is
simply a good market to be in.
The figures confirm this positive feeling about the Polish real estate market.
According to new research by CB Richard
Ellis, real estate investment turnover
in Central and Eastern Europe reached
€4.4 billion in the first five months of 2011,
an increase of 180 percent in year-to-date
volume compared with the same period
in 2010.

The “3 Stawy” shopping centre in Katowice was the first property to be acquired by Union Investment in Poland.

“Very few office tenants
in Warsaw are willing to
sign leases lasting longer
than five years.”
Martin Neupert, BNT Warschau
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expect the Warsaw hotel market to perform favourably over the next
five years. In addition to the Polish capital, investors are focusing
chiefly on the city of Krakow, popular not only with business travellers
but also with weekend tourists, where Union Investment acquired a
four-star Radisson Blu hotel back in 2009.
Over the past year, a total of 124 hotels with 5,500 rooms in
all have been completed across Poland, according to Cushman &
Wakefield figures – not very many, bearing in mind that the UEFA
European Football Championship is to be held in Poland and Ukraine
in 2012. Observers are not expecting this major sporting event to
have any further impact on the property market – with one exception: “A lot of infrastructure projects are being carried out,” says
Janusz Kunik of Aengevelt Immobilien. “For example, the Polish railway company is incorporating ultramodern shopping malls into its
stations at Katowice and Poznan through joint-venture projects with
private companies.”
In addition, Warsaw is building a second underground line with
seven new stations in all. The A2 motorway from Frankfurt (Oder)
to the Belarusian border via Warsaw is also due to be completed in
time for the Euro 2012 Championship. There is an urgent need for
this anyway: Warsaw is one of very few EU capitals without its own
motorway access.
$

International buyers dominate

Photos: Union Investment; bnt; privat

According to CB Richard Ellis, about 1.5 million square metres
of warehouse space was let over the same period. However, only
184,000 square metres of new warehouse space was under construction at the end of 2010. It is mainly foreign players who are
active in this segment, led by US groups Panattoni and Prologis.
“In addition to Greater Warsaw, central Poland is especially
attractive for logistics space, because the A1 and A2 motorways are
set to intersect there in the future,” notes Karl-Joseph HermannsEngel, Member of the Management Board of Union Investment
Real Estate GmbH. Hotel transactions, on the other hand, are rather
rare – even though, according to a survey conducted by JLL, investors

While real estate investment turnover is growing across the whole CEE region, with big
€100-million acquisitions recently announced
even in “exotic” markets such as Bulgaria
(which have been overlooked by most major
players) Poland, together with Russia, still
accounts for the largest chunk of investors’
money. While the Russian investment market
remains driven by local players, Poland is
where international players come for their
shopping sprees. What are these investors
looking for? Well, the usual things: stable
income and quality, preferably in city-centre
offices and retail assets.
In recent years German investors have
been particularly interested in this market,
eventually turning their interest into real
large-scale deals. Major investors continue
to prefer first-class real estate, provided it is
built in a prime location. However, it is not
only German investors that are increasingly
doing business in Poland. German-based

mortgage banks such as Aareal Bank,
Westdeutsche Immobilienbank, Berlin Hyp
and Eurohypo are also increasingly willing to lend more money to developers or
property buyers. To be precise: they are not
merely willing to lend, they are actually
already doing it.

German banks believe in Poland

During my recent conversations with German
bankers operating in the Polish real estate
market, the message was clear: there is more
money coming. “We’ve been asked to do
more lending in Poland,” I was repeatedly
told. Berlin Hyp, a relatively new player in the
market, expressed its firm belief in the stability of the Polish market when it announced
in the late summer of 2010 a lending deal
for the Kaskada shopping mall in Szczecin
with German-based ECE Projektmanagement
totalling €111 million. After a few very dry
months, which felt like an eternity, the news
of lenders coming back to engage with
developers was certainly refreshing, especially
given that the project in question is in a city
which until now has been off the radar for
big developers and lenders. More good news
followed, with banks willing to move beyond
Fortress Warsaw and look at projects outside
the capital.
Clearly, there is interest in this country,
which is projected to see GDP growth of
more than 4 percent this year and next, when
together with Ukraine it will be hosting the
Euro 2012 Football Championship, but how
long will it be until another strongly performing market steals Poland’s thunder? Or, God
forbid, until the market becomes overheated?
We should bear in mind that – with still
considerable yield premiums in markets such
as Budapest and Bucharest, compared with
Warsaw and Prague – activity is expected to
increase in those markets towards the end
of the year.

Mladen Petrov is a journalist
with the Warsaw-based
“Eurobuild CEE” magazine.

5.5 percent in France and Germany, Central
Europe continues to offer an attractive bonus
at 6.5 percent – 6 to 6.25 percent for Poland.
Last but not least: when we think of over
heating and future bubbles, we shouldn’t
forget that Poland is not a country known
for fast decisions and moves. Ironically, as
the past few years show, not rushing things
$
might actually be a good thing.

Not rushing things is a good idea

Of course, there is also another angle to
this story. Given that prime shopping-centre
yields are at 5.5 percent in London and 5 to
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A leap into the energy change

ollowing the nuclear disaster at Fukushima, those yellow stickers so
familiar from the 1970s with the smiling sun and the words, “Nuclear
power? No thanks”, began to reappear on many streets. Neither
would this sticker be out of place on the company headquarters of Puma,
the sports equipment manufacturer, based in the northern Bavarian town
of Herzogenaurach, where no nuclear power has been used since the
autumn of 2009. The building generates some of its required power itself
by means of a large photovoltaic system, with the remaining power, also
from renewable sources, being purchased from outside.
The sports equipment manufacturer is not the only company
grappling with the issue of how to cover its energy needs in an environmentally sustainable manner. The Hamburg-based coffee merchant
J. J. Darboven operates on green electricity, as does the Berlin shopping
mall Forum Steglitz. Moreover, the investment management company
Union Investment started procuring power from renewable energy
sources for its properties in Hamburg and Frankfurt this year.
“We are noticing that demand for ideas for energy-efficient buildings
and for using renewable energy sources has been growing continually,”
says Stefan Schwan, member of the Management Board of energy service provider Cofely Deutschland. This thought process was accelerated
by the nuclear disaster in Japan and the federal government’s decision
to phase out nuclear power in Germany completely by the year 2022.
Nevertheless, green electricity does not seem to be a key issue among
commercial customers: “In the B2B sector the overwhelming majority
of our customers opt for power generated by conventional methods,”
reports power group Vattenfall from its German headquarters. Even following the disaster in Japan, enquiries about green electricity have been
“not on a significant scale”, it says.

Germany is opting out of nuclear power. Many owners of commercial real estate are already using green electricity.
By Christian Hunziker

Businesses can choose from a manifold energy mix

The owners of office buildings, shopping centres and other commercial real estate in Germany can indeed now choose from among many
suppliers of electricity generated from renewable sources – meaning
hydroelectric power, solar power, wind energy and biomass. This also
applies to what are known as bundle arrangements, when a company
is seeking to supply various offices or branches throughout Germany.
The Hamburg-based green electricity provider Lichtblick, for example,
has – according to its own data – some 33,000 commercial customers,
including Puma, among its 580,000 purchasers. Lichtblick offers two
contract options to its smaller commercial customers with an annual
consumption of up to 100,000 kilowatt hours: either they pay a fixed
Germany’s energy mix
Energy sources in Germany, share of gross power consumption
in 2010 in percent
Other*
5

The headquarters
of Puma in
Herzogenaurach
runs exclusively
on energy
from renewable
sources.
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“We are noticing a constantly
increasing demand for concepts
of energy-efficient buildings.“
Stefan Schwan, Cofely Deutschland

price of currently 19.87 cents per kilowatt hour, or they opt for a variable
model under which the electricity price is dependent on the movement
in grid charges and state levies.
Among customers with higher electricity needs, pricing is negotiable
anyway. “In the B2B sector each contract is negotiated individually and
on a daily basis,” Vattenfall reports. Exactly how this works is explained
by Christian Stamerjohanns, spokesman for the Hamburg-based shopping mall developer ECE: “Major customers have the opportunity to
purchase energy within a structured procurement package via an
energy supplier. This means that a definable number of energy tranches
is purchased often long before the year of use.” Crucial to the price
with this model is the selection of the most favourable date for procurement on the Leipziger Strombörse European Energy Exchange
(EEX), he says.
In the case of ECE the contractual partner is Vattenfall – and
the shopping centre specialist appears to have negotiated a good
deal with this energy giant: certainly the additional cost of green
electricity compared with power generated by conventional methods comes to less than 1 percent, according to Stamerjohanns. ECE
supplies its head office in Hamburg as well as 84 of its total of
93 German shopping malls with electricity from Scandinavian hydroelectric power plants.

Tenants and landlords should cooperate

With shopping centres, however, the centre’s management is responsible only for the energy supply for the mall as a whole; it is still the
tenant who decides where the electricity for the individual shops comes
from. “We are, however, working on winning over the tenants,” says
Christian Stamerjohanns. For example, ECE has developed a “lighting
manual” for tenants and produced a leaflet which points out ways of
reducing carbon dioxide emissions – including through green electricity.
The situation with office buildings is similar: here too the tenant alone
decides whether to purchase electricity generated by nuclear power or
green electricity.
This allows environmentally aware companies to pursue their sustainability targets even where they are owners, not tenants. Puma AG,
for example, purchases electricity which has been generated without
CO2 emissions for several of its German shops. However, landlords
who take their environmental responsibilities seriously have no influence over their office and shop tenants – unless they manage to
remind their tenants of their duty by means of “green” leases.
“This is especially important for building owners who are seeking
sustainability certification,” notes Thomas Herr, Managing Director of
the Berlin-based asset manager TH Projektmanagement. In certification systems, such as that of the German Sustainable Building Council
(DGNB), valuable points are awarded if the share of renewable §
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primary energy in the building’s total consumption is especially high.
However, according to Thomas Herr, there is a second reason why
owners should keep an eye on electricity consumption and origin: “In
the case of commercial properties, we achieve a greater reduction
in CO2 emissions through their electricity supply than we do via the
building’s insulation.” Unlike in residential housing, he concluded,
in office buildings and shopping centres it was not the heating but
the cooling systems which consumed a lot of electricity, unless a
more economical method such as concrete core activation had been
chosen.

The Ernst-August-Galerie
shopping centre in Hanover
(above) only uses electricity
from certified sources.
This ECE property has also
been awarded the DGNB
gold seal of sustainability.
The new building of the
German Federal Environment
Agency in Dessau, completed
in 2009, also boasts this
certificate. A proportion of
its electricity is supplied by a
photovoltaic system.

Photos: Imago/Imagebroker; F1online; THP

First make all potential energy savings

The origin of the electricity is, however, only one of several factors
that need to be taken into account in making a building as energyefficient as possible. “It is firstly a matter of consuming less energy
by changing user behaviour and operating the building’s services
more efficiently,” notes Herr. For example, he says, it is not necessary
to keep a hotel swimming pool heated to 26 degrees throughout the
night. The shopping centre developer ECE gives another example:
it switches off the cooling system in its malls half an hour before
the shops shut.
Only once the potential for energy savings has been exhausted,
notes Thomas Herr, does the choice of energy source follow and with
it investment in the building and its services. A number of companies offer their consulting services to property owners – namely,
conventional facility managers such as Wisag or Hochtief Facility
Management, which now see themselves also as energy specialists, as well as specialised energy service providers such as Kofler
Energies, Techem or Cofely.
The consultants recommend that the property’s energy consumption be recorded in detail and improvements made based on the
results. “Only what has been measured can be optimised,” explains
Peter Metz, Managing Director of Techem Energy Contracting. In
order to increase the potential for optimisation, Techem and other
companies are offering the option of energy contracting. The contractor determines the scope for savings, improves the building’s
services at its own expense and if required also assumes responsibility for energy procurement. “With a contracting partner companies
are in effect bringing the energy expertise in-house,” says Stefan
Schwan of Cofely. If they do not already possess this know-how, ECE,
for example, organises energy management using its own staff.
More and more companies are going one step further and
exploiting the scope for energy generation offered by the building itself. For example, the Dutch property developer OVG has
installed its own wind turbine on the roof of its company headquarters in Rotterdam – the Las Palmas, an office block belonging

“In the case of commercial
properties, we achieve a greater
reduction in CO2 emissions
through their electricity
supply than we do via the
building’s insulation.”
Thomas Herr, TH Projektmanagement
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Energy policy in Europe
• France continues to rely on nuclear power to a large degree.
Nuclear power stations supply 83 percent of its electricity.

• Austria takes the opposite stance to France within the EU.

Some 62 percent of electricity is generated from renewable
sources there, chiefly from hydroelectric power.

• Denmark is especially ambitious. The percentage of

renewable energy being used compared to all other sources
in the country rose from just under 3 percent In 1990
to almost 29 percent in 2008. The Danish government
is seeking to break the country’s reliance on fossil fuels
completely by the year 2050.

• At 17 percent, the share of renewable energies in Germany’s

electricity consumption puts the country in a mid-table position
within Europe. Over the past 20 years this share has more
than quadrupled.

• Switzerland, like Germany, has opted to phase out nuclear

power but is allowing more time for this process. The first of
the five Swiss nuclear power plants is to be decommissioned
in 2019 and the last one in 2034. At present 39 percent of
the country’s electricity needs are met by nuclear power and
56 percent by hydroelectric power.

www.acer.europa.eu

to the portfolio of a Union Investment open-ended real estate fund
for institutional investors.
Also, Hochtief Projektentwicklung supplies the “Porti-Kon”
office building in Zürich with electricity from a photovoltaic system
installed on the building. Finally, the “Rund Vier” office property
in Vienna, part of the portfolio of the UniImmo: Deutschland openended real estate fund, is among the few buildings in Europe with
an electricity-generating lift system: in five of the ten lifts in the
building the “superfluous” kinetic energy which arises when the
cabin brakes is converted into electric power and used to operate the lift.
Such scope for decentralised energy generation is far
from being utilised fully, notes Robert Bambach, a member of
Hochtief Projektentwicklung’s Management Board. As another example he cites the installation of mini power plants. He says that
buildings now have to be designed to allow more than one energy
supply option from the outset. This approach is sensible, agrees
Stefan Schwan of Cofely. With the German government’s withdrawal
from nuclear power the energy situation had changed markedly,
he noted, adding, “Real estate owners have to look around for
alternatives in good time so as to ensure security of supply.” This
concerns not only owners but also users, who will also be affected by
Schwan’s following prediction: “The range of conventional energies
is set to fall.”
$
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Strategy in focus
Social media has long been a key topic in the real estate industry. But few companies have yet developed
concepts aimed at making meaningful use of Facebook and other networks. By Lars Reppesgaard

F

ilms, pictures and text, which during campaigns for such products
as Old Spice men’s fragrance or Nike trainers, receive millions of
hits when viewed on the websites of Facebook, Twitter or Youtube.
The marketing strategists of the major international consumer goods
manufacturers know this – and have become expert performers on
social networks on the internet. Even an international giant in the
banking world such as BNP Paribas, parent company of the real estate
subsidiary BNP Paribas RE, headquartered in Paris, can certainly hold
its own in the social networking community: it also knows how to
make skilful use of the new social media platforms. This major French
bank operates more than two thousand different Twitter accounts,
whilst almost 120,000 people flock to the company’s Facebook pages
to read what the Paris-based bank is publicising. Major, global and
listed international real estate consultants such as CB Richard Ellis,
Jones Lang LaSalle or Savills also tweet their news into the ether – to
as many as 3,500 to 4,000 registered “followers”, who are happy to
receive the information on their mobiles round-the-clock.
This is in contrast to the major German real estate companies,
which have been maintaining only a selective presence in virtual
networks to date – even though Xing or Linkedin provide platforms that are expressly and exclusively aimed at business users.
“German companies have taken a long time to get to grips with the
topic of social media”, says Nico Rottke, Director of the Real Estate
Management Institute (REMI) at the European Business School (EBS)
in Wiesbaden.
There are several reasons for this reluctance: first, the German’s
general wait-and-see attitude in relation to social media has acted
as a brake on the real estate industry’s efforts. Second, the interest of
German users in social networking is somewhat muted by international
standards (see chart) – which does not necessarily fuel companies’

Germany is a late starter
Users of social networking sites by country in 2010,
share in percent
USA

46

UK

43

South Korea

40

Companies use social networks,
such as Facebook, as marketing tools.
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“It took German companies a
long time to abandon their
timidness towards social media.”
Nico Rottke, EBS, Real Estate Management
Institute

motivation. Moreover, many property professionals assume that their
core business is not likely to benefit much from digital networking
owing to the industry’s specific characteristics.
“We are dealing with prime assets, and it is the personal relationships of top decision-makers which are often the most important
factor,” notes Rottke, adding, “key contacts in this field do not come
about via Facebook or Xing.” For property developers these platforms
are actually completely unsuitable – and would probably hamper
rather than promote many transactions. The planning of acquisitions
of plots of land, for example, or the discreet harmonisation of the various and often conflicting ideas of all involved at the sensitive stage of
project preparation or later during implementation is virtually impossible via social media.

Social media is part of our everyday working lives

Nevertheless, ignoring the topic is not really a sensible option. With
the “digital natives” – who have grown up with networked communications – a generation is growing up that uses social media virtually
non-stop in its daily life: it is hard to find a school pupil, student or
apprentice who does not have his or her own page on Facebook
to keep in touch with friends or workmates. They all belong to
“Generation Y” – and they expect not only that they themselves will
be able to use their familiar tools of communication as part of their
workplace infrastructure. Those seeking to recruit them must also turn
to the channels which they use.
For that reason, the use of social media has long been a compulsory rather than voluntary exercise for recruitment in the real
estate industry. “Graduates expect to be able to find a company on
Facebook or to find out details of personnel managers via Xing,”
notes Rottke. Here too BNP Paribas RE shines, not only thanks to its
“Ace Manager”, an interactive adventure game aimed at talent-spotting. In many countries BNP’s presence on Facebook and Youtube is
prominently integrated into the company’s website so that both deliberate and accidental website visitors are encouraged to make contact
with the company. Equally, with the marketing of accommodation or
search for new tenants for commercial properties a presence on social
media platforms can certainly complement traditional tools, such as §
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Companies gaining initial experience

Because social media activities are quickly perceived
as official communications, there is rapidly mounting
pressure not to write anything wrong in Xing profiles,
on Facebook pages or in tweets. Mistakes such as a
sloppy web presence, a stroppy reply or details of a deal
blurted out by mistake can unleash a storm of indignation. In this way campaigns which were designed
to generate positive feedback can quickly turn into a
veritable PR disaster. So what form can a social media
strategy take for a real estate company?
The Hamburg-based estate agency Engel & Völkers
(E&V), which has established its brand via franchise
partners in most European countries as well as in the
USA and South Africa, is now finding this out for itself.
The E&V licensees have been presenting their activities on social networking sites for about 18 months.
To date the head office has been allowing them a free
hand. Consultants in Los Angeles decide for themselves, as do those in Munich, what they publicise. In
the latter case this includes not only the properties on offer but also
photos of the last Oktoberfest. This open concept promotes creativity. There are some 250 Facebook pages of licensee companies, and
around 2,300 employees have a profile on Xing. “We boast a global presence on social networks without having had to do anything
ourselves at head office,” sums up Silke Tetzlaff, who belongs to the
four-strong Social Media working group at Engel & Völkers.
Union Investment has also recognised the potential of social
media communication and has already launched various activities. For example, Union Investment’s Real Estate Marketing and
Communication division tweets the latest news on sustainable
properties (see note on page 23). Potential employees can find out
about current vacancies on a Facebook page. The company has also
documented the development of the “Emporio” building complex
in Hamburg city centre via a Youtube channel. Up to 6,000 people viewed the films, which showed Europe’s biggest free-standing
crane in operation, the gutting of the building and the performance
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of pianist Fazil Say on the roof of the “Emporio”. In
addition, this real estate investor maintains its own
internet portal, where experts as well as interested
amateurs can find out about how sustainability can
be put into practice in the property industry (see note
on page 23).

customers to the social media team does not go unheard. It will
even often be necessary to set up a dedicated social media budget,
especially in large international companies, as the volume of messages which need to be read and replied to will quickly exceed the
time which employees can spare for this task during a working day.

In other words: “Social media means expense and effort. But if I
do it right, I gain a tool with which I can turn criticism into praise,”
concludes Ditfurth.
$
Internet: www.sustainable-realestate-investments.com

Activities must be pooled

To date, however, these social media activities have
not been coordinated in respect of their content and
visual presentation. “We have collected a lot of practical experience – now it is a matter of creating a
framework for the activities and interlinking them,”
says Fabian Hellbusch, Head of Real Estate Marketing
and Communication with Union Investment. One of
the objectives is to add social media channels to the
company’s own sustainability portal and to conduct
an even more active debate on sustainable real estate
investments through them.
At Engel & Völkers the experimentation phase has
also been completed and individual activities are to
be strategically and appropriately pooled in future.
The Hamburg estate agent’s prime objective is to further strengthen its own brand. To prevent failures the
company first published a social media handbook,
which contains its communication guidelines, tips on
active use of platforms or legal principles governing
such things as the publishing of photos on the web.
Content such as interviews are now made available
centrally, as is graphic artwork, so that a joint corporate identity is ensured for all web activities around
the world. “Part of the strategy is also to train partners in seminars,” says Tetzlaff, adding, “and if the
resources are absolutely not available we even advise
that it would be better to delete a page in the interests of the company as a whole.” Also in the pipeline
is a new, central Facebook presence, which is intended
to show in a positive sense how good communication
can function via a Web-2.0 platform. The launch will
not mark the end of the development of the social
media strategy. “It would be ideal to respond constructively to the
critical comments which are left on Facebook or in response to one
of our videos on Youtube,” notes Tetzlaff. “But that is a matter for
customer service. We are in the process of developing structures
which will facilitate interaction between social media and customer
service,” she concludes.
It is this interlocking of various business areas that is regarded
by experts as essential. “I have to have sufficient control over the
processes so that I can handle contacts and replies and respond
quickly,” says Deloitte expert von Ditfurth. If, for example, the tenants of a commercial property complain via Facebook or Twitter that
the autumn leaves have still not been removed from the car park,
the reply that this is being dealt with is not enough. Someone must
strike out from the virtual world into the real world – and actually
take hold of a broom and sweep up the leaves.
It is therefore sometimes necessary to redistribute responsibilities or powers – and to ensure in this way that the news from

“Listening and responding honestly”
Management consultant Ewald Wessling is an expert in Web 2.0 communications and knows what a blessing,
but also what a curse, social networks can be for companies
How important is it for real estate
companies to be present on social
media sites?
It is essential, because the way that younger
people communicate has changed and
shifted so rapidly. A manager has just told
me that his employees used to ask him,
their superior, when they had a problem.
Now they talk to friends working for other
companies via the net when they are
looking for solutions. This means: even
if I do not yet need social media for my
business model or official communication
with the outside world, I have to assume
that my employees will be communicating
via social platforms.
From what point do you need a social
media strategy?
In principle, from the moment that I begin
operating on these platforms. Because from
that point onwards, whether I like it or not,
I am entering into a direct dialogue with
the public. I can then no longer determine
what dimension the dialogue will take
on. Companies can sometimes fall into
bad ways. This is because what is written
on the net, if you are unlucky, can trigger
an avalanche of bad communication. This
is what Americans very distinctively call
a “shitstorm”.

Photos: PR (5)

presentations and brochures as well as advertisements
in the print or online media.
Any company seeking to make meaningful use of
social media cannot do so without drawing up a strategy – and as quickly as possible. It should first define
the exact rules governing which content can be communicated on which social media channels, and who
in the company is to respond to feedback from users
and in what form. After all, as soon as any content is
first published via the internet a company is no longer
in a position to control the extent to which the communication can develop a life of its own (see interview,
page 23). “The danger exists that a customer group,
whose specific needs I am not very familiar with and
whose expectations I am not actively managing, will
quickly tear me apart via a social media platform,”
says Jörg von Ditfurth, real estate expert with Deloitte
& Touche in Düsseldorf, explaining the risks with which
newcomers have to cope.

And how can companies prevent this
from happening?
By drawing up rules governing communication.
What do we want to publish, and which
topics are we handling internally? Most
companies think about the image they wish
to project to the public, such as when they
organise their public relations. They have to go

through a similar process when they start to
communicate via social networks.
How specifically do you develop a social
media strategy?
There is no general formula. Many
companies seek extensive advice before
embarking on activities on social networks.
At other companies individual units
experiment with social media initially and
the experience gained is then evaluated.
It is always important to define clearly the
aims that are being pursued when you enter
the field of social media communications.
The form of activity and the most suitable
platform can be derived from that.
How should enquiries and comments be
handled in Web 2.0 communications?
Companies must always respond to
feedback on a Twitter account or a Facebook
page and try to use it constructively. They
must therefore listen, take the content and
its sender seriously and answer honestly.
We all have to learn to admit mistakes and
to accept suggestions on how we could
do things better. It would be disastrous
to bury your head in the sand, especially
where critical issues are concerned. A social
media strategy will also define who
answers, and when and where the answer
is given, and for companies this means
that they have to prepare and provide
resources. In this way they are equipped
if that communications avalanche starts
rolling – and able to prevent the worst in
the communications storm.

Ewald Wessling, Professor for new
Forms of Communication, helps
companies to transfer their strengths
into the new digital markets.

Ewald Wessling was talking to
Lars Reppesgaard.
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New awareness of risks

people are used to in Europe. Yet would it not be more sensible for
property investors simply to avoid disaster-prone countries? This is a
tempting thought. As consultant Eickermann-Riepe puts it: “Those
wanting to play safe and to avoid the threat altogether should not
invest in regions potentially at risk.” But for open-ended real estate
funds this is not a feasible option, for two reasons. First, locations in
which the risks are higher often offer higher yields. If a fund forgoes
investments in such a location it also misses out on their positive
contribution to performance. Second, it has taken the recent crisis to
show how risks tend to occur – namely, not necessarily in the way
they were calculated (see interview on page 26).

The earthquake in Japan and its disastrous consequences have moved the world and forced a rethink.
How can risks from natural disasters be controlled in real estate management? By Arne Gottschalck

The impact on economies is growing
Economic output which is affected annually by tropical cyclones,
average GDP, index-linked: 1970–1979 = 100
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Source: PreventionWeb, Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk Reduction, May 2011
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In the risk management of open-ended real estate funds there are
also mechanisms designed to reduce the risks to investments posed by
natural disasters – such as in the field of construction. “Fund managers
check, for example, whether a property is in an earthquake zone,” says
Sonja Knorr, an analyst with the Scope rating agency, adding, “and
they examine whether the building structure is designed for that.”
The properties within a portfolio can after all be protected sufficiently
against many risks through structural measures. “In a flood area,
for example, the building is constructed in a “white tank” made of
waterproof concrete, and in earthquake zones it is erected in accordance with state-of-the-art technology which adjusts the statics and
compensates for fluctuations,” explains Bärbel Schomberg, a strategy
consultant for real estate and investment management companies.

There is no such thing as complete protection

The “Black Swan Theory”, is how academic Nassim Nicholas Taleb
has described such massive events when everything comes together:
an earthquake, a tsunami and a reactor accident causing incalculable
damage to people and the environment. In order to avoid this, analyst
Knorr notes, “Building within a 250-kilometre radius of a nuclear
power station would have to be prohibited,” adding that, “in many
Western European countries such as France there would not be many
places left to build on.”
Risks can be absorbed not only through location diversification but
also through varying types of use within the property portfolio. Hotel
properties, for instance, are directly exposed to economic trends. Be
it a company or a private household, when savings have to be made
business trips or holidays are cut and bookings fall. Other types of real
estate, especially residential housing, are less susceptible to economic
cycles or lag behind economic trends, such as office buildings.
However, not all funds are obviously using the full range. “Many
funds have focused solely on the geographical diversification of their
portfolio,” Sebastian explains, adding that, “they invest chiefly in prime
office properties in business centres internationally. The problem is that
their tenant mix is similar everywhere. This means that in the event of
a global crash the same risk of rental loss applies universally.” This is
his suggestion: “For effective risk diversification the funds would have

Insure and diversify

Construction safeguards are thus an important facet of risk management for real estate investments. Another is insurance cover. Yet this
issue cannot be treated lightly. “In the field of property insurance,
emergency losses through incidents such as landslides, flooding,
earthquakes and avalanches are, fundamentally, insurable,” says
Schomberg. However, “insurers often restrict the sum insured and
also reserve the right in specific defined areas of Germany to carry out
a separate check on risk insurability,” she adds. The German Investment
and Asset Management Association (BVI) points out that insurance
cover has to be “economically justifiable and objectively necessary.”
Most investment management companies resort to it nonetheless. “In
practice risks are minimised through structural measures and through
the appropriate insurance cover, which depresses fund performance, of
course,” says Susanne Eickermann-Riepe, a partner with the auditing
and consulting company PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) and an expert
in real estate asset management.
More difficult to handle is another component of risk management, which is standard practice in the equity sector: the “margin of
safety” and thus the purchase of buildings with a high price reduction.
“Squeezing the price in this way does not work,” maintains Scope
analyst Sonja Knorr, however, “because others would pay it in a competitive international environment.” In order to minimise risks, fund
managers resort to another finding which is almost 60 years old. In the
1950s the academic Harry Markowitz determined that diversification
can lower a portfolio’s overall risk. “The key to risk spreading lies
in consistent diversification according to location, type of use and
property size,” explains Steffen Sebastian, holder of the chair in Real
Estate Finance at the IREBS International Real Estate Business School.
Taking location as an example: even in an earthquake region such as
Japan, a disaster does not hit all cities equally and at the same time.
This applies especially to very large countries such as Australia or the
USA, where the forces of nature are unleashed more frequently than

Photos: Robert Boesch; PwC
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here was a time when the investors’ world seemed in good order:
the Deutsche Bundesbank monitored price stability, deutschmarks
were legal tender, and real estate funds invested in Germany and,
at best, in other European countries, such as France and the UK. The
risks seemed manageable. But that was then. Nowadays everyone is
competing with everybody else internationally. The globalisation of
the flow of goods and capital benefits the world economy, but also
jeopardises it. The closer the economies are connected, the greater the
risk of contagion through local disasters – as the example of Japan
has recently demonstrated all too strikingly.
The earthquake of March this year claimed more than 15,000 lives
and destroyed or damaged 125,000 buildings. These are the sober
figures provided by the Japanese police. The disastrous consequences –
a tsunami and the nuclear accident in Fukushima – pushed this highly
developed industrialised nation into recession. Yet other countries
are also suffering as a result of natural disasters. Rain fell over parts
of Australia in December last year, flooding several coal mines. Chile
was hit by an earthquake the same year, which left its mark on the
capital, Santiago. Moreover, scientists believe that the number of
such incidents is more likely to increase than decrease. What can real
estate investors do to be prepared for such events? Manage the risks,
is the succinct answer. What this means in practice is demonstrated
by Istanbul’s example.
Turkey’s most densely populated city just happens to be located in
an earthquake region. With a probability of 70 percent, experts predict
a “big one”, a major earthquake, within the next 30 years. Istanbul is
bracing itself accordingly – with steel girders in the fabric of existing
structures and with modern measuring equipment, intended to protect
among other things the Marmaray Tunnel, which is set to link the
European and Asian parts of the city from 2012. At the new Sabiha
Gökcen Airport the international terminal has been mounted on some
300 rubber bearings, which separates the building from the ground so
that the vibrations are not transferred directly to the structure.

“In practice risks are minimised
through structural measures
and through the appropriate
insurance cover. This depresses
the fund’s performance.”
Susanne Eickermann-Riepe,
PricewaterhouseCoopers

to lower the proportion of office space and invest more in other types
of use, such as industrial real estate or retail properties.”
Natural disasters, as Japan has notably demonstrated, require
greater attention in the real estate investors’ risk management than
hitherto, because of the probability of their occurrence and the possible
extent of their effects – on this the experts are agreed. “It is crucial
that there should be no taboos in risk assessment,” notes consultant
Eickermann-Riepe, concluding that, “a realignment of risk management
systems is therefore inevitable.”
Lawmakers are also exerting pressure in this direction. As a consequence of the financial and economic crisis, new risk management rules
have been adopted for investment management companies (Minimum
Requirements for Risk Management for Investment Management
Companies – InvMaRisk), explains the PwC expert. Every investment
management company must draw up appropriate risk management
principles in line with this standard. Bärbel Schomberg is even predicting
a genuine paradigm shift as a consequence of the events in Fukushima.
“In future when the probability of occurrence is being assessed the
absolute worst-case scenarios will also have to be included,” says the
consultant. The risk management handbooks in investment management companies will therefore have to be at least partially rewritten and
business practices altered. This does not change the risks themselves,
says Schomberg: “We will have to accept that a complete elimination
of all risks is impossible.”
$

You need to know
the risks involved
before you can gain
sufficient cover.
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Back in the market

Union Investment launches new institutional property fund
focusing on shopping centres

The UniImmo: Global open-ended real estate fund was closed in March 2011 owing to the nuclear disaster
in Japan and reopened in June. Reinhard Kutscher, Chairman of the Management Board of Union Investment

Reinhard Kutscher: “The
consequences of the reactor accident
could not be foreseen.”

Photo: Union Investment

Have the effects of Fukushima on the
UniImmo: Global portfolio been settled?
Yes, the revaluation takes into account
the full effects of the special situation in
Japan. We had assessed all the properties
in Tokyo only in February 2011. Then
when the pictures from Japan reached
Europe in March and it turned out that the
consequences of the earthquake would
be very serious, it was clear to us that this
would also have an impact on the fund. We
could not foresee, however, how great this
impact would be. Therefore, the question
arose whether the buildings would need to
be reassessed altogether.
And then?
We very quickly commissioned our external
experts to carry out the revaluation of
the Japan portfolio. Because this was
not possible, however, we suspended the
redemption and issue of fund shares on
17 March. As much as 14 percent of the
fund volume was affected. Not everyone
understood or wanted to comprehend the

decision taken. But I still think it was the
right one.

combination of risks which causes us to stop
and think.

Your competitors who are also active in
Japan acted differently.
It was with a heavy heart that we took this
emergency step. But it is there to be used
if a share price cannot be determined. That
was the case, because it was not clear how
serious the consequences of the reactor
accident would be for Tokyo. It was a realistic
scenario that more radioactivity would leak
out and real estate in Tokyo might no longer
be usable in the long term. Every investment
management company has to make its
own decisions on something of this nature
depending on its own portfolio situation.

Will natural disasters have to be taken
into account more often in real estate fund
management in the future?
Environmental effects have always formed
part of the underlying conditions which
are taken into account in real estate funds
management, through structural measures
for example. However, this concerns only the
direct effects on the respective property and
its usability. The economic consequences of
such events are not insurable.

How does the future of the Japanese real
estate market look to you?
Such an event has direct and negative
economic consequences, of course. This
is often followed, however, by substantial
growth processes. This can be due to an act
of defiance on the part of the companies
affected or to massive state aid programmes.
In the case of Japan experts are predicting
economic growth of 2 percent again for as
early as 2012. This will feed through to the
real estate markets, for example by way of
rising rents.
Are the events in Japan something
akin to the “Black Swan Theory” for
real estate investors?
Yes, this is a classic example of a risk which
occurs unexpectedly with a chain of events
which were not foreseeable. Tokyo was
prepared for an earthquake even of this
magnitude. Office blocks did sway and
bend but did not fall down. No damage
to the building structure was detected
on our properties. There were only minor
cracks on the partition walls. However,
the unbelievably high tidal wave, which
ultimately caused the nuclear disaster,
was certainly a problem. It is the

How do you handle the risks of a global real
estate portfolio?
This cannot be done without quantitative
methods of risk measurement. Some of the
relevant tools still have to be developed for
the property industry, although experience
from the securities business can be drawn on
in this regard. Knowledge and networking in
local markets are also of crucial importance.
Open-ended real estate funds were long
regarded as a haven of stability. What has to
happen so that we return to that situation?
Open-ended real estate funds remain
an investment which is not subject to
substantial fluctuations. It has been shown,
however, that liquidity shortages owing to
an inappropriate investment or sales policy
can result in not only fund closures but also
losses of value for investors. These products
will disappear from the marketplace.
Lawmakers have ensured that the likelihood
of renewed liquidity problems is greatly
reduced, namely through minimum holding
and notice periods, which are to come into
force at the start of 2013, at the latest.
The open-ended real estate fund therefore
remains competitive as a long-term real
estate investment for risk-averse investors.
The interview was conducted by
Arne Gottschalck.
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Real Estate GmbH, comments on the reasons for this and the prospects for the industry
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New York truths

Corporate Social Responsibility pays off
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Fewer new logistics spaces in Europe
Usable space in 1,000m2

Users switching over to modernised warehouses
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First purchase: a retail park in Freiburg.

500

optimising their distribution network. This is resulting in the continued active exchange of space
but also in rising vacancy rates for older warehouse space.
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1,500

2,000

www.jll.com

Source: JLL, May 2011
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Architecture of light

Everyday life today would be inconceivable without artificial lighting. Professional lighting designers create a
synthesis of function, aesthetics, well-being and energy efficiency. By Petra Nickisch

The award-winning exterior
lighting concept for the
“Klimahaus Bremerhaven 8° Ost”
(main photo). The lighting units
specially developed for the
business area in the Munich
Olympic Hall (above) reflect
daylight while absorbing noise.

L

ights off, spotlight on!”, as German TV host Ilja Richter used to
say in his music show back in the 1970s. Everyone knew immediately what was about to happen: the spotlights would immerse
the star in brilliant light and all eyes would be drawn to that point,
which was now the brightest. That is where the music was playing
and the action taking place, with everything else literally faded out.
Our everyday lives follow a similar pattern. Everything that shines
draws our attention as if by magic. Where there is brightness we see
exactly what is going on. This is useful for window-shopping and puts
us at ease in a gloomy multi-storey car park. Often we follow the
light like a signpost – and this is exactly how lighting designers use
it. “Light can convey safety and guidance, it can arouse attention and
create atmosphere,” notes Jochen Schröder, summarising a few of the
benefits of skillful lighting. Mr Schröder is an architect who works as
a lighting designer for ECE Projektmanagement in Hamburg, one of
Europe’s biggest developers and operators of shopping centres. His
chief task is to design the lighting in large shopping malls, where a
balanced ratio of daylight to artificial light is especially important.

A lighting scenario managed by computers

Photos: Andreas J. Focke; Markus Tollhopf

The architect therefore knows how to succeed, with the help of lighting,
in drawing people into shopping centres and in guiding them through
purposefully – and not just to the emergency exit. It was important
first of all to provide bright lighting for the entrance area, thus avoiding the “tunnel effect”. Schröder goes on to say that in the interior,
the next point of daylight to which the visitor is involuntarily drawn,
should be immediately discernable. He adds that in the most successfully designed malls, customers do not even notice the difference
between the inside and outside; this can only be achieved, however, with
expensive technology. The brightness on the inside is also continually
adapted to the changing light conditions outside, with this depending on precise analysis and calculations right at the building’s design
stage. During opening hours, brightness measurements are taken at
regular intervals outside the building. A computer collates the data,
cross-references the measurements with the time of day and the date,
and then supplies a value, on the basis of which the suitable lighting
scenario for the interior is automatically selected and set in motion.
The aim is clear: to make customers feel at ease in the centre so that
they stay there, do their shopping and keep coming back. “Shopping
centres are like marketplaces, but not subject to the effects of the
weather,” says Schröder. Visitors to shopping centres do not like too
much artificiality. Even when indoors, he says, customers do not want
to lose their sense of the time of day and the weather. Where there is
no glass and the view to the outside is therefore obstructed, Schröder
explains, dimmable surface lighting is used on the ceilings, spreading
diffused brightness and thus the feeling of being outside.
§
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In the upmarket Frankfurt
fast-food restaurant
Holyfields (above), the
lighting design divides the
premises into various zones.
The “light whale” at the
Ludwigshafen Rhein-Galerie
shopping centre (left)
changes colour from pale
pink to orange-yellow.
Every exhibit at the
world’s largest collection
of minerals at Schloss
Freudenstein in Freiberg,
Saxony (right), is perfectly
presented in the right light.

Photos: Zooey Braun; ECE Projektmanagement GmbH & CoKG, Jochen Schröder,
in cooperation with Luna Lichtarchitektur, Matthias Friedrich; L-Plan
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Gerd Pfarré also appreciates how sensible it is to involve a lighting designer, who acts as a link between architects, interior designers
and electrical engineers, at the early planning stage. The owner of the
Munich firm Pfarré Lighting Design has been working in the sector
for more than 20 years. His recent national and international projects
include the business area of Munich’s Olympic Hall, the Holyfields
restaurant in Frankfurt am Main and the luxurious Belltower Gallery
jewellery shop in Tashkent, Uzbekistan – three projects with greatly
varying lighting objectives.
In the business area of Munich’s Olympic Hall, for example, which
serves as a backstage area for presentations or conferences, the link
between lighting elements and sound insulation has been optimised
thanks to cooperation with the lighting designer from an early stage.
A total of 87 white light discs emphasise the flowing and elongated
space. For the lighting of the Belltower Gallery in Tashkent, the aim
was to highlight precious antique jewellery and Uzbek jewels. Bright
optical fibres were used in the jewellery display windows as well as
a “neon snake”, created from a rough sketch, which hovers above
all the treasures in the interior.
With a 16-metre-long “light whale”, as the specially designed
elliptical lighting is called by Jochen Schröder and his colleagues,
the Rhein-Galerie Ludwigshafen also presents a striking lighting

installation. Surrounded by a shoal of small blue “lighting fish”,
the whale towers above the heads of passers-by in the shopping
centre, as if on a stopover on its long journey down the Rhine
to the North Sea. The spectacularly illuminated whale displays its
vitality through the changes in its coloured lighting. This installation, developed especially for the Rhein-Galerie, not only creates
a unique atmosphere but also gives the shopping centre its own
distinctive identity.

Light subdividing spaces

This is also appreciated by restaurants that like to highlight their
identity using their own specially crafted lighting models. After all,
exclusive lighting design offers high recognition value – and is therefore virtually a must in catering chains. For the Holyfields restaurant
in Frankfurt, a new fast-food concept, Gerd Pfarré, together with
an interior designer, has created suspended, free-standing and wall
lights. They now embody the restaurant chain’s corporate lighting
design, facilitating the restaurant’s subdivision into varying zones
through their light: relaxed in the lounge part, focused in the food
service section and inviting in the bar table and seating area. “The
restaurant would not otherwise be perceived in all its aspects from
the outside”, explains Pfarré.
§
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Well-trained lighting designers are required to ensure that the upand-coming lighting design sector does not run out of ideas. This is also
confirmed by Michael F. Rohde, an architect and lighting designer – and
for that reason he travels every week from Berlin to Wismar. Rohde’s
destination is the college where he has been lecturing in architectural lighting since 2006. Introduced ten years ago, the Architectural
Lighting Design course is still very new and Wismar, together with
Hildesheim University of Applied Sciences and Arts with its course in
Lighting Design, is the only German educational institution offering
a master’s degree for would-be lighting designers.

Companies also taking climate change into account

Customer awareness of higher lighting quality has been growing
continually in recent years, observes Rohde, who completed his lighting degree in the early 1990s in London and operates with L-Plan,
his own lighting design studio in Berlin. The synthesis of aesthetics and functionality is now in demand, he notes. The health aspect
of light is also gaining in popularity, he adds, albeit with particular focus on the lowest possible energy consumption. Companies
that manage to optimise their energy consumption not only lower

significantly their electricity costs, but also demonstrate their commitment to sustainable management to both climate protection and
the change in energy policy. For that very reason the optimum use
of daylight plays a key role. It is free, abundantly available and promotes people’s well-being.
Nevertheless, lighting solutions also have to be found for spaces
which are intended to be convincing even with very little daylight or
none at all. The exclusion of daylight was used deliberately, for example, in the “Terra Mineralia”, the world’s biggest collection of minerals
at Schloss Freudenstein in Freiberg in Saxony, in order to showcase
its 5,000-plus exhibits in perfect lighting conditions: without dazzling
and so rich in contrast that the shapes and colours of the exhibits
can be presented in optimum detail. The lighting design devised by
Michael F. Rohde took into account the castle’s special architecture as
well – because the aim was also to acknowledge this historic backdrop appropriately through lighting. This is demonstrated impressively
in the medieval vaults, bathed in warm white light, or in the subtle
illumination of the solid wood joist ceiling. A special lamp which is
able to illuminate both the spatial and structural design to optimum
effect was created specifically for this. Indeed, Rohde’s efforts were

“There is great emphasis on
lighting design that consumes the
least possible amount of energy.”
Michael F. Rohde, L-PLan

crowned with success: in 2011 he was awarded the new German
Lighting Design Prize in the “Museums” category.
In the “International Project” category Helmut Angerer was honoured for his lighting design work at the Moses Mabhida Stadium in
Durban. “The lighting is intended to create visual calmness, and this
also benefits the expressive architecture”, says Angerer, who owns
the Conceptlicht firm based in Traunreut. The stadium’s prominent
white arch, with its fascinating radiance, has become a South African
landmark, especially at night.

The new Lighting Design Prize was awarded in the “Office and
Administration” category to the Bonn-based Licht Kunst Licht AG for
the lighting design of an office building developed by Fumihiko Maki
on the Novartis Campus in Basle. Andreas Schulz, Martina Weiss and
Thomas Möritz focused on indirect lighting and dual functionality
in the five open-office storeys. To this end, they developed special
workstation lighting units which illuminate the whole office without glare via their prismatic top cover while throwing direct light via
the reverse side onto the desks through selectable high-power LEDs.
Above the conference table, large suspended lighting units provide
light for both meetings and the two-storey space above. Further
room-sized dimmable luminous ceilings in sealed “glass boxes”
serve as light sources for these private rooms while illuminating the
surrounding hallways.
Professional lighting designers achieve a fascinating synthesis
of function, aesthetics, well-being and energy efficiency in many
different ways. It is therefore no surprise to learn that the German
Lighting Design Prize is to be awarded annually in the future –
there are certainly enough exciting and potentially prize-winning
projects around.
$

Photos: Andreas J. Focke; L-Plan

By night, the
sophisticated lighting
concept turns Munich’s
central bus station into
a genuine work of art.
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Union Investment’s Investment Climate Index rises to new all-time high in Germany
MIXED TREND The latest investment climate

just 49 percent of local investors in France are

investors are even more pessimistic: only

for real estate is showing a mixed picture

predicting this for their own country. British

34 percent expect investment markets in the

across Europe’s three major economies this
summer. The upward trend in Germany is
continuing, with the Investment Climate

Germany

Index even reaching a new all-time high,

France

investors’ focus on yield has meanwhile
increased: for 50 percent of the total

UK

171 real estate investors questioned, “yield”

8

at 72.3 points (up 0.9 points on December

is now the key reason for investment – well

2010). In contrast, the outlook in both the UK,

4

above “security” (30 percent) and “liquidity”

with 68.2 points (up 0.1 points), and France,

0

(13 percent). Property professionals regard

with 67.9 points (down 2.7 points), remains

–4

muted. In the follow-up survey by Union

–12

investors foresee that the propensity to invest

of overheating over the next 24 months;
as their respective economies recover, rapid
1

2 1

2 1

2

price rises could also follow – according to

1

2005 2006 2007 2008* 2009* 2010* 2011*

in this country will improve, perhaps even

*Survey carried out every spring (1) and autumn (2)
Source: Union Investment, Investment Climate Survey, July 2011

significantly, over the next twelve months;

Prime Property Award moves
into the next round

London and Paris as posing the greatest risk

–8

Investment, 73 percent of German real estate

Photos p.34: Loop Images/vario images; Union Investment
Photos p.35: Union Investment/Daniel Sumesgutner_Fotodesign;
Adactive Ltd/Tom Kraappa; Martin Moszczenski

UK to revive. In all three regions surveyed,

Mixed picture
Investment Climate Index: change in percent

investors in Munich and Madrid.
www.union-investment.com/realestate

Amazon becomes a new tenant in Berlin’s “DomAquarée”
LETTING Online mail-order company Amazon has

Best practice The application phase for the

chosen the “City Quartier DomAquarée” as the home

2012 Prime Property Award was launched in

for its new Berlin customer centre. With a 500-strong

September. For the third time Union Investment is

workforce, Amazon plans to occupy 8,340 square

offering awards to European real estate projects

metres of the building belonging to the portfolio

which combine environmental and socio-cultural

of the UniImmo: Deutschland open-ended real

exemplary manner. The competition is open to

Heiligegeistgasse, “DomAquarée“. estate fund. Its neighbours at “DomAquarée” will
include YOC, Europe’s leading mobile technology

both new buildings and refurbishments complet-

and media service provider, the Bank of Scotland, one of Europe’s oldest-established banks, and

ed between 2006 and 2011. The prize-winners

the Kircher-Burkhardt media agency. In recent years this building complex in Berlin’s Mitte district

– selected by an international jury – will be

has developed into a prime location for companies specialising in the new media and IT sectors.

presented with their awards at Expo Real 2012.

Union Investment built the “City Quartier DomAquarée” complex on the basis of the plans of the

www.prime-property-award.com

NPS Tchoban Voss architects’ office, opening it in May 2004. www.domaquaree.de/en

sustainability with economic success in an

Imprint

“Alberga A”,
Espoo
This office building close
to Helsinki, acquired
by Union Investment in
2010, will be ready for
occupancy in December
2011. It is one of the first
Finnish office complexes
to secure the BREEAM
sustainability certificate.
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This striking, 73-metrehigh office tower in
the business centre of
The Hague was acquired
by Union Investment in
the project phase. The
22-storey building was
completed in 2010.
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This 17-storey office
building has been part
of the Union Investment
portfolio since the start
of 2011, just after it
was completed. It is one
of the few projects in
the Polish capital to be
carried out during the
global financial crisis.

Stability is making it to the top while
keeping both feet on the ground.
Union Investment is stability.
More than 45 years of real estate experience, a portfolio of 300 properties in 25 countries and
assets under management of around EUR 19 billion across 6 open-ended real estate funds.
The ﬁgures speak for themselves and clearly demonstrate that our business is built on stable
foundations. Decades of expertise combined with the capital market competence of a strong
group make us a reliable partner for sustainable property investment worldwide.
Put your trust in Union Investment: together we can reach the top.
www.union-investment.com/realestate
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